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as with all our apps, we have enhanced our previous versions and we have made our system even more compatible with new macs. the
m1/a12 computer has a new processor, a new gpu and a new graphics memory. we have updated our two most popular apps, but all other
apps also received an update. if you do not have an m1 or a12 computer, you can get the latest version of neat video and its effects as part
of our neat video v5 package. the package also includes the some noise reduction plug-ins have a maximim quality setting that essentially
trades efficiency for quality. neat video 5 is a plug-in that is designed to give the user complete control over the settings, the efficiency of
noise reduction and maximum quality. the can be adjusted to suit your workflow for maximum benefit. no mater what settings you need,
neat video will consistently deliver very high quality results. a lot of the noise in modern day video is caused by the sensor and how it is
recording to the final file. if you want to watch your friends videos, see them in all their horrible glory, you would be extremely disappointed
at the look of many of your friends home videos and a lot of the time this is the type of thing we want to edit out before we share them with
anyone else. for this reason, neat video has some interesting features you dont often get in most other noise reduction plug-ins. this
includes letting you adjust the amount of reduction to around the edge or the center. adjustments that arent normally accessible. this allows
you to get the best results for each part of your video. additionally, for the first time, in versions 4, 5 and 6, neat video now lets you save its
outputs and relog the process that you are already working on, allowing for multiple iterations.
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